The strength of the Lloyd Library today rests on the vision set forth by our founders. In furthering that legacy, the Lloyd has set its course for the future by adopting a plan that acknowledges the significant role we can play in a changing world. Our strategic plan focuses on four pillars: Grow, Connect, Sustain, and Impact. To learn more about our Mission, Vision and Values, as well as our goals and objectives for the next three years, click here.

Ingredients that Warm the Season Opening Reception

When: December 7, 5:30-8 p.m.
Where: Lloyd Library & Museum

Celebrate the opening of the Lloyd Library and Museum’s latest exhibition, Ingredients That Warm the Season, featuring botanical illustrations and recipes that tell the story of the traditions of food around the winter holidays. Refreshments. Open to the public.

Meet Lloyd Fellow Cole Imperi

The Lloyd welcomes our newest Fellow, Cole Imperi, as she gathers information around the intersection of plants and death for her project Rooted in Death, Growing in Grief. Ms. Imperi is a dual-Certified Thanatologist and designer. Thanatology is the study of death and associated practices including the needs of the terminally ill and their families.

Art Academy of Cincinnati Celebrates 150 Years

In anticipation of the Art Academy of Cincinnati’s Sesquicentennial next year, the school published Make Art. Make a Difference. The book’s section “Bold
& Rebellious" spotlights the early Art Academy student and occult artist J. Augustus Knapp. An associate of the Lloyd brothers, Knapp illustrated John Uri Lloyd’s 1895 science fiction novel *Etidorhpa*. Knapp also produced over 40 watercolors of fungi, commissioned by Curtis Gates Lloyd. The artwork is part of the Lloyd Library collection.

Come Visit this Saturday - Open November 17

Lloyd Library & Museum | 513-721-3707 | contact@lloydlibrary.org | 917 Plum St.
Cincinnati, OH 45202
Hours: 9:00-4:00, Monday through Friday and 3rd Saturday of the month
Visit [www.lloydlibrary.org](http://www.lloydlibrary.org) for complete list of hours.

The Lloyd Library will be closed November 22-23 for Thanksgiving

Stay Connected

[Facebook](#)  [Twitter](#)  [LinkedIn](#)  [Pinterest](#)  [Instagram](#)